The \Boom hierarchy" is a hierarchy of types that begins at the level of trees and includes lists, bags and sets. This hierarchy forms the basis for the calculus of total functions developed by Bird and Meertens, and which has become known as the \Bird-Meertens formalism". This paper describes a hierarchy of types that logically precedes the Boom hierarchy. We show how the basic operators of the Bird-Meertens formalism (map, reduce and lter) can be introduced in a logical sequence by beginning with a very simple structure and successively re ning that structure.
Introduction
This paper reports on an experiment into the design of a programming algebra. The algebra is an algebra of datatypes oriented towards the calculation of polymorphic functions and relations. Its design draws most inspiration from earlier research into theories of type in a functional setting but di ers from those theories in including an element of indeterminacy. The selection of results chosen for presentation here has been made on the basis of level of correlation with the work of other members of IFIP Working Group 2.1. Other published selections from the work of the research team can be found in references 18, 19, 24, 26] .
The goal of our work is to reduce a large class of type-manipulation problems to straightforward calculation. The hope is that within the next century it will become feasible to pose a large variety of such problems in school-leaving examinations alongside problems in, say, the di erential calculus (with the implication that they are at the same level of di culty). In order to achieve this goal it is vital to design a programming algebra in which the combination of economical notation with elegant programming laws is used to express powerful, fundamental concepts.
Fluidity of calculation is considerably enhanced by attention to two design considerations. The rst is that the operators in one's algebra should be total functions: their use should not be hedged with conditions on the type of their arguments, however simple those conditions may be. The second is that calculational rules should involve a minimum of bound variables (at most four being our yardstick) and no complicated nestings of universal and/or existential quanti cations.
The axiomatic form of the calculus of relations developed by De Morgan, Peirce, Schr oder, Tarski and others has both these attributes par excellence as well as o ering mechanisms for modelling the indeterminacy that is pervasive in programming problems. It has been chosen for these reasons as the basis for our experiment.
The contribution made in 5, 4, 3] is to extend the calculus of relations with the socalled \polynomial relators". That is, axioms are added de ning a unit type, \junction" and \split" operators, and then it is shown how, via the latter two operators, disjoint sum and cartesian product are de ned. Sum and product are so-called \relators" (a corruption of the categorical notion of functor), and, with these as building blocks, new relators can be constructed by composition and by the construction of xed points.
In line with our design principles the junction and split operators are total functions: this in contrast to most category-theory-inspired theories of type where type restrictions are imposed on the corresponding operators. A consequence is that the laws in our system have a recognisably di erent character to the laws in other systems. Instead of global type restrictions on the variables in the laws the restrictions appear | where unavoidable | in the laws themselves. One of our experimental objectives has been to explore to what extent this would impede or enhance calculations. Our experience is that this design decision was fortunate. Only occasionally do type restrictions occur in our formulae and these act as a welcome reminder to the user of the calculus, and not as a tiresome detail. In this paper only one such type restriction occurs | in the very last theorem.
The main concern of the current paper is to compare and contrast the calculus to the so-called \Bird-Meertens Formalism". This formalism (to be more precise, our own conception of it) is a calculus of total functions based on a small number of primitives and a hierarchy of types including trees and lists. The theory was set out in an inspiring paper by Meertens 23] and has been further re ned and applied in a number of papers by Bird and Meertens 9, 10, 13, 11, 14] .
Essentially there are just three primitive operators in the theory | \reduce", \map" and \ lter". These operators are de ned at each level of a hierarchy of types called the \Boom hierarchy" 1 after H.J. Boom to whom Meertens attributes the concept.
The Boom hierarchy begins at the level of trees and subsequently specialises to lists, ( nite) bags and sets. In this report we describe a hierarchy of types that logically precedes the Boom hierarchy and in which all three primitive operators of the BirdMeertens formalism can be de ned. We call the hierarchy a hierarchy of \freebies" because all types within the hierarchy are described by \free" algebras (i.e. algebras free of laws). How the Boom hierarchy itself is captured in the spec calculus is described in a companion paper 18] .
Space limitations have dictated the form and content of this paper. The rst eight sections prepare the reader for section 9 in which the main contribution of the paper 1 For the record: Doaitse Swierstra appears to have been responsible for coining the name \Bird-Meertens Formalism" when he cracked a joke comparing \BMF" to \BNF" | BackusNaur Form | at a workshop in Nijmegen in April, 1988 . The name \Boom hierarchy" was suggested to Roland Backhouse by Richard Bird at the same workshop.
Elements of a Relational Theory of Datatypes 3 resides. In the former sections the basic elements of the calculus are summarised but no proofs of derived rules are given. Moreover, the axiomatisation of cartesian product has been omitted since it has no bearing on the results included in section 9. Derived rules are, however, built up in a logical order which will permit the industrious reader to verify all our assertions. (The word industrious must be stressed: the exercise is likely to be quite time-comsuming even for those with some uency in the calculus of relations. Nevertheless, the exercise is well worth while particularly for those not so familiar wth the calculus.) In section 9, however, we do include all details of the calculations so that the reader may assess their merit.
The Calculus of Relations

Axioms
In this section we summarise the axiom system in which we conduct our calculations. For pedagogic reasons we prefer to decompose the algebra into three layers with their interfaces and two special axioms. The algebra is, nevertheless, well known and can also be found in, for example, 25].
Let A be a set, the elements of which are to be called specs (from speci cation). We use identi ers R, S, etc., to denote specs. On A we impose the structure of a complete, completely distributive, complemented lattice ( A; u; t; :; >>; ?? ) where \u" and \t" are associative and idempotent binary in x operators with unit elements \>>" and \??", respectively, and \:" is the unary pre x operator denoting complement (or negation). We assume familiarity with the standard de nition of a lattice given above.
The second layer is the monoid structure for composition: ( A; ; I ) where is an associative binary in x operator with unit element I. The interface between these two layers is: is coordinatewise universally \cup-junctive", i.e. for V; W A, (tV) (tW) = t( V; W : V 2 V^W 2 W : V W ) The third layer is the reverse structure: ( A; ) where \ " is a unary post x operator.
The interface with the rst layer is that \ " is an isomorphism of the lattice structure, i.e. for all R; S 2 A, R w S R w S .
The interface with the second layer is that \ " is a contravariant monoid isomorphism (R S) = S R .
To the above axioms we add the so-called middle exchange rule relating all three layers:
X w R Y S :Y w R :X S Our last axiom, which is sometimes referred to as \Tarski's Rule", we call the cone rule:
>> R >> = >> R 6 = ??
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A model for this axiom system is the set of binary relations over some universe. have lower precedence than operators in the object language. Next, the operators in the object language \=", \w" and \v" all have equal precedence; so do \t" and \u"; and, the former is lower than the latter. Composition \ " has a yet higher precedence than all operators mentioned thus far. Finally, all unary operators in the object language, whether pre x or post x, have the same precedence which is the highest of all. Parentheses will be used to disambiguate expressions where necessary.
3 The Domain Operators
Monotypes
The notion of a guard as a primitive entity in a programming language was rst introduced in Dijkstra's guarded command language 15]. It is a useful notion since it is more exible than the older, more conventional notion of a conditional statement. Its particular merit is that it introduces partiality into programs and at the same time facilitates the introduction of indeterminacy thereby streamlining the derivation of programs.
A guard acts as a lter on the domain of execution of a statement. Operationally it can be viewed as a partial skip. Mathematically, a guard is just a device that enables sets | subsets of the set of all states | to be incorporated into program statements.
In the spec calculus there are two mechanisms for viewing sets as specs, and thus modelling guards, each of which has its own merits. The rst is via so-called \monotypes", the second via \conditions". Axiomatically, these have the following de nitions. First: we say that spec A is a monotype i I w A. Second: we say that spec p is a right condition i p = >> p. The dual notion of left condition is obtained by reversing the positions of >> and p in the right side of the de ning equation.
In the relational model we may assume, for example, that the universe U contains two unequal values true and false. The monotype boolean is then de ned to be the relation f(true, true), (false, false)g
The right condition boolean is the relation f(x, true), (x, false) j x 2 Ug
It is clear that for any given universe U there is a one-to-one correspondence between the subsets of U and the monotypes. Speci cally, the set A is represented by the Using monotypes to represent subsets of U as specs, a guard on a spec is modelled by composition of the spec, either on the left or on the right, with such a monotype.
Thus, if R and S are specs and A is a monotype then A R and S A are both specs, the rst being spec R after restricting elements in its left domain to those in A, and the second being the spec S after restricting elements in its right domain to those in A. Using conditions a guard on the left domain of spec R is modelled by the intersection of R with a left condition, and a guard on the right domain of R by its intersection with a right condition. In principle, this poses a dilemma in the choice of representation of guards in the spec calculus. Should one choose monotypes or conditions?
We choose monotypes, there being several reasons for doing so. One is the simple fact that guarding both on the left and on the right of a spec is accomplished in one go with monotypes whereas demanding two sorts of conditions (left and right conditions). The most compelling reason, however, for choosing to represent sets by monotypes is the dominant position occupied by composition among programming primitives. Introducing a guard in the middle of a sequential composition of specs is a frequent activity that is easy to express in terms of monotypes but di cult to express with conditions.
Nevertheless conditions do have their place from time to time. They too have attractive calculational properties. In particular, they form a sublattice of the spec lattice.
(That is they are closed under t, u and :.) However, from the above it is clear that there is a one-to-one correspondence between monotypes and both types of condition which we document formally below. Exploitation of this correspondence is central to many calculations in the spec calculus.
Left and Right Domains
We need to refer to the \domain" and \co-domain" (or \range") of a spec. In order to avoid unhelpful operational interpretations we use the terms left-domain and right-domain instead. These are denoted by \ < " and \ > ", respectively. In the context of the present paper we mainly have use for the right domain and only occasionally the left domain. Properties of the latter are therefore omitted. They can easily be discovered by dualising the properties of the right domain.
The right domain operator is de ned by two conditions. First, the right domain of a spec is a monotype: for all specs R, 
In particular, for all right conditions p and monotypes A, 
(R u S T) > = (S R u T) > (13) Of these properties, three are evident when specs are interpreted as relations. Two, (11) and (13) , are less so. Nevertheless, it is worth drawing attention to them because they gure frequently in some of our calculations. The alternative closed form, I u >> R, for R > is obtained from (11) by instantiating S to I and simplifying.
It is immediate from (9) that R = R R > (14) Indeed this law is used so frequently that, after a while, we hardly bother to mention it.
It follows immediately from (2) for right condition p its complement :p in the spec lattice coincides with its complement in the lattice of right conditions. However this creates a dilemma as to which to choose, a dilemma which it is better to circumvent. Lemma 19(d) indicates that the choice is irrelevant. (We return to this matter when we introduce the de nition of conditionals.)
The equivalence of (a) and (e) in lemma 17 together with the speci cation (16) of the complemented domain operator predict that the complemented domain operator is one adjoint of a Galois connection. It follows that the complemented domain operator is universally t-junctive. To Theorem 21 For all sets of specs V,
In particular, for all specs R and S,
(Note that the right side of (b) is true if R and S are both monotypes or both right conditions. These are two situations in which the lemma proves useful.) 2
Imps and Co-imps
In this subsection we de ne \imps" and \co-imps" as special classes of specs. As we explain immediately following de nition 24, an \imp" in the relational model is a function.
De nition 22 (a) A spec f is said to be an imp if and only if I w f f .
(b) A spec f is said to be a co-imp if and only if f is an imp.
(c) A spec is said to be a bijection if and only if it is both an imp and a co-imp.
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We shall say that f is a bijection to A from B if it is a bijection and f < = A and f > = B. Note that if this is the case then both A and B are monotypes and A = f f and B = f f.
The intended interpretation is that an \imp" is an \imp"lementation. On the other hand, it is not the intention that all implementations are \imps". Apart from their interpretation imps have an important distributivity property not enjoyed by arbitrary specs, namely: Theorem 23 If f is an imp then, for all non-empty sets of specs V, u(P : P 2 V : P) f = u (P : P 2 V : P f)
Monotypes are examples of bijections. More generally, the requirement of being a function is the requirement of being single-valued on some subset of U, the so-called \domain" of the function. The domain and range are made explicit in the following.
De nition 24 For monotypes A and B we de ne the set A ?B by f 2 A ?B when-
The nomenclature \f 2 A ?B" is verbalised by saying that \f is an imp to A from B".
2
In terms of the relational model, property (24a) expresses the statement that f is zeroor single-valued, i.e. for each x there is at most one y such that y hfi x, and has range A. Property (24b) expresses the statement that f is total on domain B, i.e. for each x 2 B there is at least one y such that y hfi x. Their combination justi es writing \f:x", for each x 2 B, denoting the unique object y in A such that y hfi x. (Note that the argument x in the expression y hfi x is on the right; we view functions as relations taking input on the right to output on the left.)
We now come to the rst of several translation rules.
Lemma 25 (Domain Translation) For all specs R and imps f, we have:
The above domain translation rule is the embryonic form of the so-called \range translation rule" in the quanti er calculus 1]. The rule provides a mechanism for translating a restriction (R > ) on the left domain of imp f into a restriction ( (R f) > ) on its right domain.
Our next goal is to show that there is also a translation rule for the complemented domain operator. Three lemmas are necessary.
Lemma 26 For all specs R and S and all imps f, 
Corollary 27 (Complemented-Domain Translation) For all specs R and imps f f (R f) > = R > f 2
Conditionals
Conditionals (if-then-else statements) are, of course, a well-established feature of programming languages, and our own theory would be incomplete if they were not included. In this section we show how they are expressed and we explore in some detail their algebraic properties.
Several publications have already appeared documenting the algebraic properties of conditionals, the most comprehensive account that we know of being given by Hoare et al 17] . We shall therefore compare the rules given here with the list that they supply. Their notation for conditionals will also be used, its vital characteristic being that it promotes the Boolean condition to an in x operator. Some of the rules presented here were included in Backus's 6] Turing award lecture but his account is less comprehensive and spoiled by the choice of the multi x notation used in the language Lisp.
We take the liberty of omitting proofs about conditionals on the grounds that the properties are (or should be) unsurprising and their proofs involve only properties of the underlying lattice structure plus a few extra rules to be stated (and proven) shortly.
De nition 28 (Conditional) For all specs P we de ne the binary operator <P > by:
R<P >S = R P > t S P > 2 The conditional R<P >S can be viewed as a spec which applies R to those elements for which condition P holds and applies S to the other ones.
Note that conditionals are de ned for all specs but that for all specs P, R and S, R<P >S = R<(P > ) >S = R<(>> P) >S.
Totality of operators is something we strive for at all times: the alternative in this case would have been to restrict P either to monotypes or to right conditions. Had we done so then we would have imposed on ourselves the obligation to determine for every other operator in the calculus whether it preserves monotypes and/or right conditions. In the cases that that is not so the laws relating those operators to conditionals would inevitably have taken on much clumsier forms. Guards are usually formed by composing primitive guards with the boolean operators. We apply the same design principle to the de nition of the booleans: we seek de nitions that are total on all specs but are indi erent to the choice of monotypes or right conditions as representations of sets. This leads to the following de nition.
De nition 29 (Boolean Operators) The operators W , V and , and constants true and false are de ned by, for all sets of specs P and specs R, 
Hence, for all propositional functions (i.e. functions from specs to specs built from the identity function, constant functions and the boolean operators^, _, ) and all vectors of specs P of the appropriate arity,
:
Theorem 31 The binary operator <P > respects imps. I.e.
imp:(f<P >g) ( imp.f^imp.g . For them the most primitive implementation (thus, \imp") is an assignment and the content of their rule is that a conditional respects assignments. Their rule is thus at a lower level of abstraction than ours, and more detailed. The theorem illustrates the sort of proof burden one encounters when type restrictions are imposed on laws. We are obliged to document this theorem because, for example, all the translation rules are restricted to translation by imps. Should we ever wish to translate a domain (say) via a conditional then we need to know in advance that the conditional is an imp.
One nal lemma is necessary before we can list the laws obeyed by conditionals.
Lemma 32
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The set of \unsurprising" laws that we announced earlier can now be given:
Theorem 33 For all specs P; Q; R; S; T, imps f, and non-empty set of specs V: 
Relators
A fundamental argument for the use of type information in the design of large programs is that the structure of the program is governed by the structure of the data. A well-established example is the use of recursive descent to structure the parsing (and compilation) of strings de ned by a context-free grammar; here the structure of the data is de ned by its grammar as is the structure of the parsing program. The idea is extended in the denotational description of programming languages where a fundamental initial step is the de nition of so-called domain equations; those familiar with denotational semantics know that once this step has been taken the later steps are often relatively mundane and straightforward. Users of strongly-typed languages like Pascal will argue strongly that the e ective use of type declarations is extremely important for subsequent program development, and even users of untyped languages like Lisp will admit that the Elements of a Relational Theory of Datatypes 13 programming errors that they make are often caused by type violations. A fundamental goal of our research is therefore to develop calculi of program construction that lay bare the oneness of program and data structure.
In the algebraic approach to type theory the underlying principle is that a data type is a structured set of elements that is equipped with a mechanism governed by that structure for de ning functions on the elements of the type. For the bene t of readers who may not be familiar with it we now outline this approach as it pertains to functional programming. A fuller account is contained in, for example, 22]. Other readers will probably wish to skip the next two paragraphs; all they need to know is that we use the term \catamorphism" to refer to F-homomorphisms whose domain is an initial Falgebra.
The approach involves several stages building up to the de nition of a \universal object" in a category of algebras. First, the notion of endofunctor is of paramount importance. An endofunctor is (in this context) a pair of functions, one from types to types and the other from functions to functions. Typically, both functions are denoted by the same symbol. Suppose F is an endofunctor, A and B are types and f and g are functions of composable type. Let I A denote the identity function on the type A. Then as the successor function. More formally, we recognise in this equation an endofunctor \f0g+". This is a function that maps the type A to the type f0g+A. But it may also be extended to map functions to functions by de ning f0g+f to be that function g such that g , ! is the constant function always returning , !:0, and g -= -f. (Moreover, it satis es all the properties required of a functor, but that we leave to the reader to verify.) A f0g+-algebra is a set together with a constant and a unary operator (these being zero and the successor function in the case of the natural numbers), and a f0g+- (A; (a; )) To summarise this discussion: in the framework of functional programming datatypes are xed points of endofunctors on which are de ned what we call \catamorphisms", i.e. homomorphisms satisfying a uniqueness and universality property. This is not the place to discuss the practicality of catamorphisms as a program structuring method, that being something that is addressed elsewhere. We hope however that we have provided su cient background to motivate the de nitions that follow in this section. Speci cally, we explore the extension of the notion of a (functional) catamorphism to relations. For this we need the notion of \relator" instead of functor.
De nition 34 (Relator) A relator is a function, F, from specs to specs such that In view of (34d) we take the liberty of writing simply \F:R " without parentheses, thus avoiding explicit use of the property.
The above de nes an endorelator, i.e. a unary relator from a given spec algebra A to itself. We also need to de ne a binary relator, i.e. a function from pairs of specs to specs. If denotes a binary relator, its de ning properties are as follows. 
The notational advantage of writing \ " as a post x to its argument is, of course, lost in this case.
A vital property of relators is that they commute with the domain operators.
Elements F:(R < ) = (F:R) < 2
In view of theorem 35 we write \F:R < " and \F:R > " without parentheses, again in order to avoid explicit mention of the properties.
The following theorem allows a comparison to be made with our de nition of \relator" and the de nition of \functor" (in the category of sets). We call specs of the form ( F; R ] ) catamorphisms (or F-catamorphisms when we particularly wish to be explicit about F) and we verbalise ( F; R ] ) as \(F -)catamorphism R", omitting the quali cation \F " when there is no doubt about the relator in question.
For reasons that will only become clear later, we call 40(a) the computation rule for catamorphisms. We call 40(b) the induction principle for catamorphisms.
Catamorphisms can be viewed as a recursively de ned specs which follow the same recursion pattern as the elements of F. 
Sample Polynomial Relators
We have now introduced the abstract concepts of a monotype, a relator and a catamorphism but we need some concrete examples to do anything useful. For the purposes of this paper it will su ce to postulate the existence of a unit monotype and the disjoint sum relator. These and their properties are brie y discussed in the next two subsections following which we show how so-called map relators are constructed by a process of constructing endorelators and taking their xed points. For a detailed discussion of these two classes of relators see 4, 5].
The Unit Type
The unit type (a type with exactly one element) is denoted by 1 1. The only two properties we demand of 1 1 are that it is a monotype and 1 1 >> is an imp.
Disjoint Sum
To de ne disjoint sum we begin by postulating the existence of the two injections , ! (pronounced \inject left") and -(pronounced \inject right"). (Note the unconventional direction of the arrow heads. As an aid to memory, and motivation for this choice, we suggest that the reader bear in mind the diagram \X , ! X+Y -Y ".) Further, we introduce two binary operators on specs, 5 (pronounced \junc") and + (pronounced \plus"), de ned in terms of the projection and injection specs as follows:
The relational model that we envisage assumes that the universe is a term algebra A commonly-occurring notation for P 5 Q is P; Q]. The operators de ned above have a higher precedence than composition \ ". Our rst axiom is that the injections are both imps.
I w (, ! , ! ) t ( --) (49)
We remark that axiom (49) takes the following form when rephrased in terms of the sum operation.
I w I+I (50)
This is reassuring since it is one step on the way to guaranteeing that + is a binary relator. The second axiom is as follows:
It is straightforward to see that + satis es three of the conditions necessary for it to be a relator: the rst is satis ed axiomatically, and monotonicity and commutation with reverse are satis ed by construction. Distributivity with respect to composition is a special case of a \fusion" law, namely that a sum can be fused with a junc.
Theorem 52 (Junc-Sum and Sum-Sum Fusion) (a) (P 5 Q) (R+S) = (P R) 5 
(Q S) (b) (P +Q) (R+S) = (P R) + (Q S) 2
Corollary 53 + is a relator. 
P+Q R+S P R^Q S 2
The nal theorem is that both junc and sum abide with both cup and cap.
Theorem 60 (Junc/Sum-Cup/Cap Abide Laws) (a) (P 5 Q) t (R 5 S) = (P t R) 5 One of the hardest tasks faced by the theoretician is the assessment of the practicality of one's work. The task is not made any easier by the immense breadth of programming problems to which any useful programming calculus should be applicable. The traditional apology for such an assessment is the presentation of a few, inevitably worn and tired, case studies. We shall not follow such a course.
(Q t S) (b) (P +Q) t (R+S) = (P t R)+(Q t S) (c)
The course we do follow is to pass the buck: we ask the reader not to assess the practicality of our theory but to assess the practicality of the so-called \Bird-Meertens formalism", and to combine that assessment with an evaluation of the way the formalism is rendered within our theory.
The \Bird-Meertens formalism" (to be more precise, our own conception of it) is a calculus of total functions based on a small number of primitives and a hierarchy of types including trees and lists. The theory was set out in an inspiring paper by Meertens 23] and has been further re ned and applied in a number of papers by Bird and Meertens 9, 10, 13, 11, 14] . Essentially there are just three primitive operators in the theory\reduce", \map" and \ lter". (Actually, the names used by Meertens for the rst two of these operators were \inserted-in" and \applied-to-all". Moreover, just the rst two are primitive since lter is de ned in terms of reduce and map. Meertens describes the D-structures as \about the poorest (i.e., in algebraic laws) possible algebra" and trees as \about the poorest-but-one possible algebra". Nevertheless, in this section we exploit the power of abstraction a orded by the notion of a relator to add several more levels to the Boom hierarchy each of which is \poorer" than those considered by Meertens. We call this hierarchy a hierarchy of \freebies" because all types within the hierarchy are decribed by \free" algebras (i.e. algebras free of laws). Each level is characterised by a class of relators that specialises the class at the level below it. In decreasing order of abstraction these are the \sum" relators, \grounded" and \polymorphically grounded" relators, \monadic" relators and \pointed" relators.
(\Grounded" and \polymorphically grounded" relators are formally indistinguishable but it helps to introduce an arti cial distinction for a rst introduction.) The reason for introducing these extra levels is organisational: the goal is to pin down as clearly as possible the minimum algebraic structure necessary to be able to, rst, de ne the three operators of the Bird-Meertens formalism and, second, establish each of the basic properties of the operators. The conciseness and systematic nature of the development about to be presented, and the fact that it can be conducted at a level yet poorer than \the poorest possible algebra" is for us the most satisfying aspect of this work.
The theorems presented in this section are more general than those in the publications of Bird and Meertens since their work is mainly restricted to total functions. A danger of generalisation is that it brings with it substantial overhead making a theory abstruse and unworkable. At this stage in our work, however, the generalisation from (total) functions to relations has been very positive bringing to mind a parallel with the extension of the domain of real numbers to complex numbers. The fact of the matter is that we are rarely aware of working with relations rather than functions. The following pages are intended to provide some justi cation for that claim.
Sum Relators
We begin our discussion with the so-called \sum" relators. Speci cally, F is a sum relator if for some relators G and H and for all specs X, F:X = G:X + H:X
In words, F is the (lifted) sum of G and H.
The class of sum relators is very broad but, in spite of its generality, there is surprisingly much that we can say about the class. The most important aspect of such a relator F is that we can identify the \constructors" of F, bringing the notion of relator somewhat closer to the notion of polymorphic type as it would be de ned in a conventional programming language. An additional technical aspect that proves to be very useful is that F-catamorphisms can be restricted without loss of generality to arguments that are the junc of two specs. These two aspects are considered in turn below. Throughout the remainder of this subsection we assume that equation (64) Proof Instantiate theorem 68 with X = ( R 5 S] ) and simplify using the fact that
Several other properties of sum relators can be derived simply by instantiating the more general properties of catamorphisms listed in section 7, in particular the fusion and monotonicity properties of catamorphisms (theorems 43 and 44). The bene t that is gained is that, in each case, the premise in the theorem can be expressed as a conjunction of two simpler premises, thus decomposing the proof obligations. We postpone performing this exercise, however, until we have added more structure to our class of relators.
Polymorphically Grounded Relators
A typical characteristic of monotypes occurring in programming problems is that their elements are generated from a base (mono)type by application of one or more operations. For example, the Peano numbers are generated from the set containing just zero by the successor operation. Polymorphic types, such as list or tree, are families of monotypes parameterised by some base (mono)type. We call such types polymorphically grounded types (or rather we call their de ning relators polymorphically grounded), the word \grounded" referring to the existence of a base monotype. In this section we abstract a de nition of \polymorphically grounded" relator. We do this in two steps. First, we abstract what it means for a relator to be grounded. Then, in order to capture the \polymorphic" element, we abstract su cient conditions for the existence of a \map" operator. We conclude the section with some consequences of the obtained de nition.
The mechanism needed to introduce the notion of a ground monotype into our class of relators is straightforward: we consider a sum relator and choose the left component of the sum to be a constant relator, i.e. we consider the case that G:X = A for some monotype A and all specs X, thereby specializing F to the form:
F:X = A + H:X The form of the constructors provides some motivation for the chosen restriction on F. Speci cally, suppose we interpret monotypes as sets and f B, for monotype B and imp f, also as a set, namely the set obtained by applying the function f to the elements of B.
Then the set F is formed by \juncing" two sorts of sets, the set of \ground" elements,
i.e. those elements formed by , i.e. by applying , ! to elements of A, or \non-ground" elements, i.e. those built by from existing elements of F. We call relators F satisfying (70) grounded relators. The extra structure introduced into grounded types makes little di erence to the computation rule; where it is needed we shall simply instantiate theorem 69(a) with G:X = A. The fusion property for ground-relator-catamorphisms is worth stating, however, because we can exploit the extra structure to strengthen the general result. We will mostly use another but equivalent de nition for map that exploits the particular structure of the relator . That de nition is obtained by rst instantiating the map fusion theorem (theorem 63) of section 7.
Theorem 77 (Map Fusion) ( (71), (72) and (75)) one can view $ R as a spec which, when applied to an element of F, applies R to the ground elements but does not destroy the original structure.
De ning Reduce
The second primitive in the Bird-Meertens formalism is called \reduce" and is denoted by the symbol \/". In the context of our work, reduce is a function from specs to specs. We shall adopt the same symbol but use it as a pre x operator in order to be consistent with our convention of always writing function and argument in that order. Thus we write =S and read \reduce with S" or just \reduce S".
(In choosing to write reduce as a pre x operator we are turning the clock back to Backus' Turing award lecture 6] rather than following the example of Bird and Meertens. In the context of Bird and Meertens' original work reduce was a binary in x operator with argument a pair consisting of a binary operator, say , and a list, say x, thus giving =x. In the course of time it was recognised that calculations and laws could be made more compact by working with the function (x 7 ! =x) rather than the object =x.
To achieve the compactness the notation = (or sometimes ( =)) was adopted for the function, the process of abstracting one of the arguments of a binary operator being commonly referred to as \sectioning". By this development, presumably, they came to the convention of using \/" as a post x operator. Since our concern is to pro t from what has been learnt rather than repeat the learning process we shall not adopt their notation in its entirety.) The idea behind reduce is that it should have a complementary behaviour to map.
Recall that map, applied to an element of F, leaves the structure unchanged but applies its argument to the ground elements. Reduce should do the opposite: leave the ground elements unchanged but destroy the structure. Since a catamorphism does both (modi es the ground elements and the structure) we formulate the requirement on reduce as being that every catamorphism is factorisable into a reduce composed with a map. The importance of this theorem derives from the fact that it enhances further decomposition of calculations with catamorphisms. Instead of working with the entire catamorphism one works with the components =S and $ R. Laws are also formulated concerning the individual behaviours of reduce and map as well as their interaction. The advantage is that the laws become extremely compact and thus more manageable, the disadvantage is that there are more of them. Let us illustrate this by considering the computation rules, the unique extension property and the fusion properties of reduce and map.
First, the de nitions of the constructors and are specialised accordingly: (Of course these rules can be recombined into two using the factorisation theorem, and whether one chooses to do so is a matter of taste.) In the case of the unique extension property there is little gain from the use of the factorisation theorem.
Theorem 90 (Unique Extension Property)
On the other hand, the fusion law becomes more compact since it su ces to state the law only for a reduce. We call the resulting theorem a \leapfrog" rule because its symbol dynamics is that a reduce \leapfrogs" from one side to the other of a composition of two specs. The concept of a monad is highly signi cant and is given due prominence in the mathematical literature. (See for instance 7, 20] . Note that monads are also called \triples".) In the computing science literature the importance of monads is as yet di cult to assess but appears to be steadily growing, the best known example being lists: a monad is formed by the triple , ] and atten, where denotes the list map operation, ] is the function that constructs a singleton list, and atten is the function that \ attens" a list of lists into a single list. See for instance 27] for examples of particular relevance to the design and implementation of functional programming languages.
The existence of a monad structure is the reason why we call the relator of this subsection a \monadic" relator.
Pointed Relators and Filter
The third, and nal, primitive operator in the Bird-Meertens formalism is called \ lter"
and denoted by /. The function of /P ( read \ lter with P", or just \ lter P") is just to lter out the elements in a given data structure that do not satisfy the predicate P.
There are two obvious requirements on the de nition of a lter operation. The rst is that /true should be the identity function on F. The second is that /false should return an \empty" data-structure. In order to meet the latter requirement we introduce a so-called \unit element" into the de nition of H, viz: H:X = 1l + J:X
where J is a relator. Consequently, F is specialised to: F:X = I + (1l + J:X) Theorem 107 can also be strengthened in the same way that theorem 33(o) was strengthened to theorem 33(p).
The syntactic resemblance of theorems 25 and 107 should not go unnoticed. After some thought the resemblance is not surprising: P > is a sort of lter but on elements of some base set, /P is the same lter but \lifted" to elements of $ I.
